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Abstract 
It is proved that there xist two Markov transition matrices which are not identical but which 
are such that the elements are equal between the two matrices in some time intervals of positive 
length. 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to construct an example which proves the following 
result. 
Theorem 1. There exist two transition matrices (Pi, j(t )) and (ri, j(t)), which are such that 
for some numbers T~, j > 0 we have 
pl, j(t) = ri, j(t), for 0 <<. t <<. Ti, j, for all i,j, (1.1) 
but which are not identical, i.e., 
pi, j(t) ~ ri,j(t), for some i,j, and t. 
Indeed these two transition matrices can be taken to be standard. 
This theorem enunciates a counterexample to a conjecture by Kendall (1967, 1973, 
1990-91). Two transition matrices (pi, j (t)) and (ri, j(t)) are said to be 0 ÷ -equivalent if 
they satisfy the relation (1.1) for some numbers T~,j > 0. Kendall conjectured that if 
two transition matrices are 0 ÷-equivalent, then they must be identical. This conjecture 
has been proved under the assumption of certain additional conditions. Results of this 
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kind have been given by Di San-Min et al. (1987). Yu Yao Qi (1990) and Kalpazidou 
(1992; cf. 1995). By the present theorem the conjecture is however not true in 
general, so some additional condition is indeed needed to yield the conclusion of the 
conjecture. 
In a convenient mathematical terminology, one can state the claim of the theorem 
in words by saying that the two transition matrices have element-wise equal germs. 
2. Basic concepts 
For general background on transition matrices and Markov chains, see Chung 
(1967, 1970) or Feller (1966); cf. Yosida (1968). A transition matrix (pi,j(t)) is a 
matrix with countably many rows and columns of non-negative functions, defined for 
real t ~> 0, summing row-wise to one for each value of t, and satisfying the 
Chapman-Kalmogorov equation, alias the semigroup roperty, namely, 
pi, i(t) = ~ Pi, k(S)pk, i(t -- S), 0 ~< S ~< t. 
k 
There is a direct correspondence b tween transition matrices and Markov chains. 
A temporally homogeneous Markov chain in continuous time X(t)  (t >1 O) uniquely 
defines a transition matrix (pi, j(t)), with row and columns corresponding to the states 
of the Markov chain, and such that 
Pi, j(t) = Prob {X(s + t )= j ]X(s )  = i}. 
Conversely, a temporally homogeneous Markov chain is uniquely determined by its 
transition matrix together with its initial distribution, i.e., the probability distribution 
of X(0). A transition matrix is said to be standard if its element-wise limit, as t tends to 
zero, is equal to Kronecker's delta. An established notion is the Q-matrix, (qi, j), 
consisting of numbers which are the values of the time derivative at zero of the 
transition functions; its off-diagonal elements are non-negative and its diagonal 
elements are non-positive (they may be infinite negative). 
The first entrance time from a state i into a state j (as defined by Chung, 1967, 
Section II. 11) of a Markov chain X(t)  is a random variable defined as 
O~i, j = inf {t > 0IX(t) =j} 
on the subset Ai = {X(0) = i} of the probability space. For each pair of states (i,j) we 
can defined the first entrance rate f~,i(t) as the (generally not proper) probability 
density function of this random variable, by 
Prob {t < o~i, j < t + hlAi} =f , j ( t )h  + o(h) as h tends to 0. 
For convenience, we shall take the definition literally also in the case i = j, which 
means that the functionsf~, (t) are identical with Dirac's J-function. It may be noted 
that the off-diagonal elements of the Q-matrix may be obtained as 
qi, j =f/,j(0) for i ¢ j .  
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In this paper we shall be interested in characterising certain Markov chains by 
means of their matrices (~,j(t)) of first entrance rates. 
All Markov chains considered in this paper will be such that no two states communi- 
cate with each other (as defined by Chung, 1967, Section II.10), which means that their 
transition matrices (pi, j(t)) satisfy 
pi,~(s) pj, i(t) = 0 for all states i , j  (i ~ j ) ,  and all times s, t; 
or intuitively stated, the process can never return to a state where it has been before. 
For Markov chains where no two states communicate with each other, the transition 
matrix is analytically related to the first entrance rate matrix by the differential 
equation 
d pi. j(t) =f/.j(t) - pi,j(t)qtj~, where qo) = ~ qj.k = -- qj.j, (2.1) 
k#j  
which holds under the condition that qo~ is finite. (A slightly more general form of this 
equation will be proved as the Sublemma to Lemma 1 in Section 4.) Under condition 
that qo* is finite, this equation analytically determines the first entrance rate matrix 
(f/.j(t)), given the transition matrix (pi.j(t)). Conversely, if the first entrance rate 
matrix (f~,~(t)) is given, and if it is such that the row-wise sums of the corresponding 
off-diagonal Q-matrix elements qi, j = J~, j (0) (where i ~ j) are finite, then the differen- 
tial equation (2.1) uniquely determines the elements of the transition matrix ( pi, j(t)). It 
should be noted, however, that the latter conclusion is valid only if it is already known 
that the given matrix (j~,j(t)) is actually a first entrance rate matrix of a Markov chain 
with no two states communicating with each other. 
3. Basic intuitive ideas of the construction 
For the proof of Theorem 1 we shall construct Markov chains of particular kinds. 
A basic construction for our considerations is that of a Markov chain of a kind which 
we shall designate an RE-fan, or "Remotely Entered" fan. The set of states of such 
a Markov chain consists of one state labelled to and called the "entry state", together 
with countably infinitely many states labelled by pairs of positive integers (i,j), i , j  >~ 1. 
The latter states are called "ray states", and the ith "ray" consists of the set of states 
(i, 1), (i, 2), (i, 3), etc. 
Intuitively stated, the RE-fan is a Markov chain which works in the following way. 
At time t = 0 the process tarts in the entry state ~o, and then it immediately chooses 
one of the rays. Thereby the ith ray is chosen with a given probability wi for each i ~> 1. 
Once the ith ray, say, has been chosen, the process passes "down" through all of the 
states of that ray, in the order 
• .. --+ (i,j + 1) --+ (i,j) -+ ... + (i, 2) --+ (i, 1), 
until it finally reaches the absorbing state {i, 1). So within a very short period of time 
immediately after time t = O, the process passes very rapidly through infinitely many 
states of the chosen ray, and then it passes "down" through the states of the ray as in 
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a pure death process. The construction will shortly be rigorously formulated. The 
RE-fan may be illustrated by a graph, as in Fig. 1, with nodes corresponding to the 
states. By the time the process passes downward in the figure, along the edges of the 
graph. 
By modifying RE-fans in certain ways, we shall define a more general kind of 
Markov chains,to be called RE-nets. Like an RE-fan, an RE-net also has an entry state 
09 and rays of states (i,j). But in RE-nets the process may also pass between rays 
through other states called bridge states. An inter-ray bridge is a finite sequence of such 
states, which has the property that the process may pass from one particular state on 
a ray, through each of the bridge states in the sequence, and then arrive in a particular 
state on another ay. RE-nets may also differ from RE-fans in one more way, namely, 
that transitions may be prohibited between some states along a ray. Fig. 2 illustrates 
what the graph of an RE-net may look like. 
We shall find particular use of a kind of construction which we shall call an 
RE-race. An RE-race consists of a subset of states in an RE-net, namely, an infinite set 
of rays and an infinite set of inter-ray bridges. For each of the rays in an RE-race, 
precisely one of the inter-ray bridges in the RE-race departs from one of the states on 
the ray. Furthermore, all those inter-ray bridges arrive at the same state, the goal, on 
a ray which does not belong to the race. Fig. 3 illustrates the graph of an RE-net which 
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Fig. 3. An RE-race. 
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A useful property of RE-races is that they give us great flexibility to modify the first 
entrance ratef~,b(t) at the goal b as a function of time t, at least in an interval of small 
values of time t. Namely, by adding a suitably designed RE-race to an RE-net, we may 
achieve that for small values of t, the first entrance rate f~,,b(t) gets changed into 
f~,,b(t) + h(t), for some rather arbitrary given function h(t) > 0. To appreciate how 
this works, first consider a single inter-ray bridge. By taking sufficiently many states, 
and suitable transition rates between them, in the bridge, we can rely on a form of the 
central imit theorem. This yields that we can get the probability density of the total 
time spent on the bridge to be close to a normal probability density with suitable 
mean and small variance. This means that we can form an RE-race of many bridges 
with the same goal b so that the first entrance ratefo~,b(t) becomes increased by a linear 
combination of such approximately normal probability densities, with different, 
suitable means and small variances. By a suitable choice of the parameters involved, 
this infinite linear combination can be made to be equal to the given function h(t) for 
small t. This device will be used over and over again in the construction of the 
counterexample which proves Theorem 1. 
To prove Theorem 1, we start with two RE-fans which are equal in all respects, 
except hat the numbers wl and w3 differ between the two RE-fans. These two RE-fans 
will be modified into two RE-nets whose transition matrices are related in the way 
stated in the theorem. The modifications are made through infinitely many steps. In 
the first step we add an RE-race to each of the two given RE-fans. In each of the 
following steps we add an RE-race to each of the two RE-nets which are yielded by the 
preceding step. The modifications thus make the two RE-nets successively bigger and 
more complex, as we add on more and more states and transitions. 
Let (f~j(t)) and (gij(t)) be the matrices of first entrance rates of the two RE-nets 
Through all the steps the first entrances ratesf~j(t) and gij(t) are identical between the 
two RE-nets when both i and j are ray or bridge states. On the other hand, the 
first entrance rates f~j(t) and g~,,j(t) are not identical for all states j. The aim of 
the modification procedure is to yield two RE-nets such that the first entrance rates 
fo~,j(t) and g~,j(t) are equal for small t, for each ray or bridge state j. In the first 
modification step this equality is achieved forj  being the end state on the first ray, thus 
the state denoted (1,1). In the following steps we go "upward" through the nets and 
treat the states j one by one in the same way, yielding equality between f~j(t) and 
g,o.j(t) for small t. The final two RE-nets will then be obtained as limits of the two 
successively modified RE-nets. In view of Eq. (2.1) this will prove the claim of the 
theorem. 
4. Limits of first entrance rate matrices 
We shall shortly come to the rigorous definition and construction of the kinds of 
Markov chains which we call RE-nets and RE-fans, discussed in the preceding section. 
For both that construction and later for the proof of Theorem 1, we need a device for 
taking limits of matrices of first entrance rates. (For the basic concepts of functional 
analysis used here, cf., e.g., Schaefer, 1966, or Yosida, 1968.) 
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Definition. On the linear space E of all matrices F = f~,j(t)) with infinitely may rows 
and columns, and with measurable functions on [0, oo ) as elements, define the 
semi-norms 
L . /F )=f ;  ]fi.j(t),dt, fo r iC j ,  
#i(F) = 2 ]J~,j(0)[, for i~some given set Io. 
j# i  
On the linear subspace Eo of such matrices for which all these semi-norms take finite 
values, denote by Ao the linear topology (vector space topology) defined by those 
semi-norms (i.e., the topology of convergence in each of those functionals). 
Lemma 1. Let S be a subset of the linear space E just defined such that for some numbers 
C(i, g)) >~ 1, defined for all states i and all (~ > O, we have that 
(i) Each matrix in S is the matrix of first entrance rates of some Markov chain. 
(ii) For each matrix (f/,j(t)) in S we have fi, j(s) f~,i(t) = O for i ¢ j. 
(iii) For each matrix (f/,~(t)) in S we have fi,2(t) - 0 whenever i C j and jE  Io. 
(iv) For each state i and each number 6 > O, there is a set of states K = K(i, (}) 
with a subset K' such that: 
1 ° When j  is outside K and k in K, thenfj, k(O) = 0 unless k is in K'. 
2 ° Whenj  is in K and k C j  is in K', thenfj, k(O) -- O. 
oo 
3 ° It holds that Yq~r' to fi, j(t) dt < 6. 
4 ° For each number b > 0 there is a set of states J = J(i, 6, b) which has cardinality 
not larger than C (i, 6)b 2, so that for all matrices F = (fi, j (t)) in S we have, whenever j is 
a state outside both J and K, that pj(F) > b and ~t'/2 f/.~(t)dt < e -b 
Then the closure of S with respect to the topology Ao is contained in the set of those 
matrices in E which are flrst entrance rate matrices of Markov chains. 
For the interpretation of the condition 1 ° of (iv), note that by the well-known 
meaning of the Q-matrix, the conditionf~, k(0) = 0 implies that the probability is zero 
for the process to pass immediately from statej to state k without spending a positive 
amount of time at some other state in between. For the proof of this lemma we need 
the following Sublemma, which gives a slight generalisation of Eq. (2.1). 
Sublemma. Let (f/,~(t)) be a first entrance rate matrix such that f i, j( s) f j, i ( t ) - O for i ¢ j, 
and let (pl, j(t)) denote the corresponding transition matrix. Let K be a set of states with 
a subset K' such that: 
1 ° When j  is outside K and k in K, thenfj, k(O) = 0 unless k is in K'. 
2 ° When j  is in K and k ~ j  is in K', thenfj, k(O) ---- O. 
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Then for any state i we have 
d 
dt E pi, j(t)= ~, fi, j ( t ) -  ~, pi, j(t)= Z j~,t(O), 
jeK j¢K" j~K l¢K 
provided that the last sum on the rights is always finite. 
Note that this reduces to Eq. (2.1) in the case of a singleton set K = K'. 
Proof of Sublemma. Letting X(t) denote the process and letting h > O, we can write 
~, pi, j(t + h ) -  ~, pi, j(t) 
j~K j6K 
= Prob(X(t)q~K & X(t + h)~KIX(O) = i) 
- Prob(X(t)~K & X(t + h)ddK IX(O) = i) 
= Prob(t < ~i,x" < t + h &X( t  + h)~KlX(O) = i) 
- • Pi, j(t) ~, pj, t(h), 
jEK ICK 
where ~i, k' denotes the first entrance time into the set K'. Dividing the above equation 
by h and letting h tend to 0 we obtain the claimed result. [] 
Proof of Lemma 1. Condition (ii) on S means that no two states communicate with 
each other in the Markov chains corresponding to matrices in S. This fact together 
with condition (iii) implies that the differential equation (2.1) yields the transition 
matrices (p~,At)) which correspond to the matrices of first entrance rate (fi, j(t)) in S. 
Solving the differential equation (2.1) we get 
t e-q~°` f l  eq~°t" f/,j(t') dr', 
pi, j(t) = where qtj) = #j ((f/,j(0))) 
0 
for j¢Io, (4.1) 
for i # j and j e Io. 
So this equation explicitly defines a mapping 
0 :(f,, At)) - (p,,j(t)) 
from S into E. Now on the linear space E consider the seminorms 
0,, , (r)  = y~ ff~,j(t)f, 
J 
On the subspace E1 of E on which all these seminorms take finite values, these 
seminorms define a linear topology A1 (which might also be called the "weak 
row-and-timepoint-wise 11 topology"). 
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Let an arbitrary choice of a state i0 and a time t > 0 be given. Further let 0 < 6 < 1. 
Put 
bl = log (2C(io, 6) 2 6-Z)bo; with b0 = max(l, 2/t). 
Consider the sets of states HI = J(io, b, bl), HE = K(io, 6), and Ha which is the 
complement of the union of H1 and HE. We may assume that HI and H2 are disjoint, 
by making H1 smaller if necessary. Then for 1 ~< k ~< 3, in the linear space E let pr, 
denote the canonical projection onto the subspace of all matrices in E whose only 
nonzero elements are in the columns corresponding to the states in the set HR. 
We now want to show that the mapping q/ is uniformly continuous on S, with 
respect o (the uniformity of) the linear topology Ao on its domains S, and the 
seminorm 0~o., on its range. Writing 
~, = prl~, + prz~P + praY, 
we notice that such a uniform continuity holds for the first term prl~, on the 
right-hand side, since in the sum defining 0~o. t, there is only a finite and uniformly 
bounded number of terms which can be nonzero n the range of pr~,. The mentioned 
uniform continuity of ~, will then follow if we can show that for k = 2, 3 the set prk~(S) 
can, by a suitable choice of 6 and 61, be rendered arbitrarily small in diameter with 
respect o the seminorm Oio.,. 
In view of the Sublemma nd 3 ° of condition (iv), we have for any (f~,j(t)) in S that 
pio,r(t) = ~'. pio,~(t) <. ~ fio.j(t) dt < 6, 
jell2 jeK" , 0 
(where K' is the set related to H2 = K(io, 61) as in (iv)); and so all of the set pr2~(S) lies 
within distance 6 from zero, with respect o the seminorm 01o, t.
Next, in view of (4.1) and 4 ° of condition (iv), for any b > 0 we have for all states jl, 
except hose in H2 and those in a set of cardinality at most C(io, 6)b 2, that it holds for 
all matrices (J],~(t)) in S that 
plo.~l(t) <~ e -b'/2 flo.j,(t') dt' + fio,j,(t') dt' 
/2 
~< e-bt/2 + e-b ~< 2e-b min~L,/2) 
This implies that for each integer k t> 1 there is a subset N(k) of/-/3 with cardinality at 
most C(io, 6) k2b~ <~ 4C(io, 6)2kEbo 2 such that for all states j~ in H3 outside N(k) we 
have 
plo,j ,(t) <~ 2-k  + l ~2k C(io, 6) -2k. 
It follows that 
p~o,j(t) <<. 1006 b~, 
jell3 
which becomes mall for small 6. Thus, we can achieve that also the set pr3~(S) lies 
within a small distance from zero, with respect o the seminorm 0~o,t. This completes 
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the verification of the uniform continuity of ~O, with respect to Ao on the domain and 
0,o. t on the range. 
Since io and t are arbitrary, it now follows that ~k is uniformly continuous with 
respect o the linear topology A0 on its domain and the linear topology A1 on its 
range; i.e., in more formal anguage, the mapping is uniformly continuous with respect 
to the translation-invariant uniformities which correspond to those vector space 
topologies. This being so, the mapping ~O extends to a mapping which is defined on the 
closure cl S and S with respect o the topology Ao, and which is also uniformly 
continuous with respect o the mentioned linear topologies. The given explicit equa- 
tion (4.1) defining ~k on S still holds for the extended mapping on clS, and the set of 
matrices O(cl S) in contained in the closure with respect o A~ of the set of transition 
matrices ~k(S). But it follows from the definition of the concept of a transition matrix 
that the set of all transition matrices is closed with respect o the topology A~. Thus, 
all matrices in the set ~ (cl S) are transition matrices, and indeed all of these transition 
matrices have the property that no two states communicate with each other. Further- 
more, these transition matrices atisfy the differential equation (2.1) together with their 
preimage matrices in cl S. Hence, all matrices in cl S are matrices of first entrance rates 
of Markov chains, as claimed. 
5. A class of Markov chains 
We now come to the actual construction of the kinds of Markov chains to be called 
RE-fans and RE-nets, which were informally introduced in Section 3. The states of the 
Markov chains, i.e., the rows and columns of their transition matrices, will be labelled 
by pairs i = (il, i2) of non-negative integers. Besides there is one state labelled co. For 
reasons to be clarified later, we shall distinguish between three classes of states, 
namely, the "entry state" co, "ray states" i = (i1, i2) with i~ > 0, and "bridge states" 
i = (0, i2). 
The construction of an RE-net is based on a given matrix (q~4) of non-negative 
numbers, with the row and column indices i, j running through the set of all states, 
which are, in the mentioned fashion, denoted by pairs of non-negative integers 
i = ( ib  i2), j = (jl,j2). This matrix is subject o certain assumptions, which will now be 
specified. First we assume that for all ray states (i, k) and (j, l) we have 
{~ i,k °2' when i = j  and k = 1 + 1, 
q t~, k), ~j, ~) = otherwise, 
for some swi tches  e,, k, which are numbers which may be either 0 or 1. There may be 
other non-zero numbers qi4 when i o r j  is a bridge state. Further, for all i we assume 
%,o = 0, while qo~,j is not yet defined. 
Let wl, w2 ... .  be a sequence of non-negative numbers umming to one. For n ~> 1 
let cg. be that finite set of states which contains the enLry state co and all ray and bridge 
states i = (il, i2) with il, i2 ~< n. We first define a Markov chain on cg,, with first 
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entrance rate matrix (~ j ) ,  where i and j  run through cg., as follows. Since (£, is finite, 
the Markov chain can be uniquely and consistently defined by its Q-matrix (.qi,j). 
Thereby we take 
{0 .2  z j  when j~<n and l=n ,  
.q,o, (j, ~) = otherwise. 
For i being a ray or bridge state in ~., and j  another ay or bridge state in cg., we take 
the number .qij equal to the number q~a in the given matrix (q~a). 
Further we define another Markov chain, with a first entrance rate matrix (.gi,j) on 
~.. We do so by taking (.q~a) as before, except that now, 
(i) all switches ek,~ are set to 1, and 
(ii) .q~,j = 0 whenever i or j is a bridge state. 
Lemma 2. In the setting just described, the following holds: 
I. In the topology Ao (defined in Section 4), the sequence of matrices {(nqlz(t))}.>~l 
converges to some matrix (gl,j (t)) which is the matrix of first entrance rates of a Markov 
chain. 
II. Suppose that the given matrix (qij) is such that for each ray or bridge state i, the set 
{Jl j~,j(t) > O for some t and some n} 
is finite, and such that for some integers vi >~ 1 (i >~ 1), we have that whenever i >~ 1, 
k >~ vi, then q(i,k),b = O for all bridge states b. Then in the topology Ao the sequence of 
matrices {(,f/,j(t))},~> 1 converges to some matrix (fi,j(t)) which is the matrix of first 
entrance rates of a Markov chain. 
Proof. To prove statement I, we first verify that for each given pair of states i, j the 
sequence of functions {.gij(t)}, >~ 1 is a Cauchy sequence in the LI(0, oo)-norm. When 
i is a ray or bridge state, this is trivial, for then the sequence stabilises. Now consider 
the case i = co. Let II. [hl denote the L l -norm of functions of t, and h., m the (m - 1)-fold 
convolution of m many exponential distributions with intensity parameter values 
2" + 1, . . . ,  2" + m. Further denote 
u(t) = sup I.g',~k,,)(s)l. 
Is-t[<1 
For n > k, l and m > 0 we can make the following estimation: 
II. + ,.go,, (k, o( t ) - -  .g,o,  (k, Z)( t ) 111 
-~ fo  h,,m(s) ngo, (k , l ) ( t  - -  S) ds - ngo , (k , l ) ( t )  1 
= fo  h.,m(s) (.g~,tk, O(t -- S) -- .g,o, tk, l)(t))ds 1 
<" fo  h.,,.(s)sds sup "g~'tk'O(t-- s! - 'g~'tk 'O(t)  1 
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=l[h,,m(t) t[[1 maX(\o<s<lSUp ,sup~ 1~>~/ 
[Ihn, m(t) till (Ilu(01P1 + 2il ,ffo~,tk, o(t)[[1) 
<<, Ilh.,m(t) tlll (ll.g~,,~k.t)(t)llx + .g'o,,(k.t)(t)llx + 2). 
In the last member of this estimation, the first factor is simply the mean of a stochastic 
variable with density h....  and this is always mall for n large. And the second factor is 
bounded by a number which does not depend on n, since 
I] ,g~,, <~, z> (t)II1 
= II hn - t -  1, t+ 1 (t)* max Ck, l)+ 1 g(k, l+ 1), (k, l)(t)II1 
H 
and similarly for .g'o,(k,O(t); here asterisk denotes convolution. It follows that 
{.g~,,~k,l)(t)}. ~>1 is a Cauchy sequence in the Ll-norm. 
We have thus shown that for each pair of states i, j, the sequence of functions 
{,g~j(t)},~> 1 is an L~-Cauchy sequence, or in other words, the sequence of matrices 
{(.go(t))}. ~>1 is a Cauchy sequence in the seminorm 2~j, defined in Section 4. This 
sequence of matrices is also trivially a Cauchy sequence in each seminorm p~, defined 
as in Section 4, for each i outside Io = {09}. Hence, the mentioned sequence of matrices 
is a Cauchy sequence in the complete topological linear space Eo whose topology is 
defined by the seminorms 2 0 and ~t~, and so this sequence in Eo has a limit matrix 
(go(t)) in Eo. 
We can now apply Lemma 1 to show that the limit matrix (go(t)) is a first entrance 
rate matrix. Namely, it is seen that the conditions (i)-(iv) of Lemma 1 are fulfilled with 
the sequence {(.go(t))}. >~ 1in the place of the set S. 
Concerning condition (iv) of Lemma 1, this condition is trivially fulfilled when i = i 
is a state not equal to o9, for then we can take K (i, fi) to be empty and J(i, 6, b) to be the 
finite set of statesj for which ,go(t) > 0 for some n and some t. And in the case i = o~, 
we take 
K(co, 6)= {(i~, i2)1 i~ ~> l(&), iz ~< i~}, 
J(co, ~, b) : {(il, iz)l i~ < l(&), i2 ~< clb}, 
where 1(6) is such that 
Wi < ~, 
i ~ I(~) 
and cl is suitably large. Note that the last inequality in 4 ° of condition (iv) follows 
from Chebyshev's inequality. Thus, Lemma 1 applies and assures that the matrix 
(gi.j(t)) is indeed a matrix of first entrance rates of a Markov chain. 
The proof of statement II is very similar. Again, when i is a ray or bridge state, the 
sequence of functions {nfsj(t)}n >t 1 stabilises, and thus is trivially a Cauchy sequence. 
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For the case i = ¢0, write 
ffo .fO,,j(s) ds = ~ wi Prob (3 sz such that S 1 < S 2 • t, X (Sz )= j [~ s l i 
such that 0 < sl < t, X(sl) = (i, v~), 
and X(s)e(ray i) for 0 < s ~< Sl) 
Here each of the functions (1/w~) .go,, ,, v,)(t) is a proper probability density function, 
namely, the density of the conditional probability distribution of the first entrance 
time to the state (i, vi), given that the process tarted along the ray i. Thus, 
"f°'d(t) = ~i wi f~  (l/wi) .g~,,,,~,)(t-- s) .f~i,~o.j(s)ds 
= ~ f l  .g~,,ti,~,)(t-- s) .f~i,~,)d(s)ds. 
The sum here converges uniformly in n. In view of this, the L 1 Cauchy property of the 
sequences of functions {.go,,ti, t )(t)}. ~> 1, just proved, implies the L 1 Cauchy property 
of the sequence of functions {jo,,j(t)}. ~> 1. The proof is concluded as before. 
Definition. In the setting of Lemma 2, the Markov chain defined by the first entrance 
rate matrix (f~j(t)) is called an RE-net (or remotely entered net) with weights {Wk}. 
Further, the Markov chain defined by the first entrance rate matrix (gu(t)) is called an 
RE-fan. The sets of ray states {(i, k)}k >~ 1, with i >i 1 given, are called rays. A statej is 
said to lie downstream of a state i iffu(t) is non-zero. 
Note that in an RE-fan, the state (j, l) lies downstream of(i, k) if and only ifj = i and 
l<k .  
Remark. As was noted in Section 2, these Markov chains may be illustrated by 
infinite graphs, with the states as nodes and with edges between those pairs of states 
(i,j) for which qu > 0. In the RE-fan the rays are the connected components of the 
graph, each forming an infinite polygonal arc. It is natural to think of those polygonal 
arcs as radiating from the entry state o), with the ray states clustering at that point, as 
is illustrated in Fig. 1. In an RE-net, on the other hand, some edges in rays may be 
missing, and there may be other arcs than rays, namely "bridges", which connect rays 
via bridge states as in Fig. 2. 
We shall say that two RE-nets have the same graph structure if the same graph, with 
the same labelling of the nodes, corresponds to both RE-nets. This is the same as to 
say that the Q-matrix elements of the two RE-nets are nonzero for precisely the same 
pairs (i,j) of state labels. 
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Remark.  Starting at the entry state m at t ime t -- 0 into an RE-fan, we have that the 
probability of being on ray j  at all times t > 0 can, for any l, be expressed in the forms 
wj = fo  g~,o,t)(t) dt 
g~,(j,t)(t) for any t > O. 
Zjgo,. ~j,~)(t) 
Notably, the first entrance rates g~j of the RE-fan depend on the weights {Wk} k only 
when i = ~o, not when i is a ray nor bridge state. And given the matrix (q~j), the same 
holds for the first entrance rates f~j of an RE-net. 
6. Certain structures in RE-nets 
Definit ion. By a linking suite from a ray or bridge state a to another ay or bridge state 
b in an RE-net we mean a finite sequence of ray or bridge states il . . . .  , i,, distinct from 
each other and from a and b, with the following property. For each two states i and j, 
one of which is among ii, . . . ,  in, the Q-matrix element qij is non-zero if and only if j  is 
the successor of i in the sequence 
a, i l ,  ... ,in, b. 
If a is a ray state, and b is a state on another ay or a bridge state, if there is one and 
only one linking suite from a to b, and if this linking suite contains only bridge states, 
then this linking suite is said to be an inter-ray bridge from a to b. 
Definit ion. By an RE-race with goal b, where b is a ray or bridge state in an RE-net, 
we mean a set of states which is the union of a sequence of distinct rays and a sequence 
of inter-ray bridges, which go from a state on the corresponding ray to b. We 
also require that all switches ek, t on those rays are equal to l, except hat ek.t is always 
equal to 0 for those state (k, l) from which the mentioned inter-ray bridges go to b. 
By the total weight of the RE-race we shall mean the sum of the weights of the rays in 
the RE-race. 
I f /and j  are two ray or bridge states in an RE-net, thenj  is said to be a downstream 
neighbour of i if qij > 0. An RE-net is said to be nonbranching if each ray or bridge 
state in it has at most one downstream neighbour. 
Fig. 3 illustrates the graph of an RE-net which consists of one ray and an RE-race to 
a goal on that ray. 
Lemma 3. Consider an RE-net in which each state belongs to a ray or an RE-race. Let 
(pij(t)) be its transition matrix and (f~j(t)) its first entrance rate matrix. Then the RE-net 
is nonbranching, and for each two ray or bridge states i and j, either pij(t ) = fo(t) -- O for 
all t, or there is a unique linking suite il, . . . .  ikfrom i toj .  In the latter case the first 
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entrance rate f.j(t)) and the transition probability pi,j(t) are analytically given by the 
(k + 1)-fold and (k + 2)-fold convolutions: 
f j ( t )  = {(qi,. exp(-q~,i, ~)). (qi,,i2 exp(-qi,,g~ z)) 
*""  * (qik_ ,,i~ exp( -  q~ ,,;k z)) • (qi~j exp(-qi~a ~))} (t), (5.1) 
p,-j (t) = {fgj (z)* exp( -  7z)} (t), (5.2) 
where, if j has a downstream neighbourj', then ? = qij,, and otherwise 7 = O. Using those 
formulas we also obtain analytical formulas for 
po,j(t) = lim ~ wk p,kj(t), (5.3) 
l~c~ k 
fo,j(t) = lim ~ wkf.ka(t), (5.4) 
l~°°  k 
where the summation is over those k for which ray k has a state ik, which is then unique, 
such that there is a linking suite of length Ifrom i k to j. The Asterisks denote convolution, 
Proof. The formulas follow from standard Markov chain theory. The formula (5.1) for 
the first entrance rate is a consequence of the fact that the first entrance time at the last 
state in the suite is the sum of the independent, exponentially distributed waiting times 
in the first and intermediate states. To obtain formula (5.2) for the transition probabil- 
ity, we express the transition probability as 
Prob  (X(s) # j & X(s + h)=j  IX(O) = i) P rob  (X(t) = j IX (s )= j )ds .  
Note that the first entrance rate functions here have integral equal to one, and thus 
they are proper probability density functions. In the particular case where all the 
k + 1 pertinent Q-matrix elements are equal to each other, f j ( t )  is the probability 
density of a dilated g2-distribution with 2(k + 1) degrees of freedom. 
Lemma 4. Let (of/j(t)), (lf/j(t)), (2f/j(t)), (ogij(t)), (lgij(t)) and (29ij(t)) be the first 
entrance rate matrices of six nonbranching RE-nets in which each state belongs to a ray 
or an RE-race. Suppose that these six RE-nets are related in such a way that for some 
given ray or bridge state b and some number T > 0 the following conditions hold: 
(i) Whenever i and j  are both ray or bridge states we have 
ofid(t) --- l f i j ( t )  = 2f . j ( t )  = ogij(t) = lg i j ( t )  = 2g/ j ( / )  for all t. 
(ii) Whenever k is such that Of~k, l~,b(t) = O for all t, for all 1, then the weight of the kth 
ray is the same in (ofq(t)), (lfj(t)), and (2~j(t)), and it is the same in (ogi#(t)), (lgij(t)), 
and (2gij (t)). 
(iii) 2fo, b(t) ~ lfo, b(t) >1 ofo, z(t), 2gco, b(t) /> lgo, b(t) >/ og~,b(t) for 0 < t < T. 
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Then if the condition 
(C) (lfo,j(t) - of, o,j(t)) - (lgo,,j(t) - ogo,,j(t)) t> (zg~,,j(t) - lg~,,j(t)) 
-- (2f~.j(t) -- ,f~,.j(t)) >~ O, 0 < t < T, 
holds for j = b, it holds also for any state j downstream of b. In particular, if condition (C) 
holds for j = b and if for some state j '  downstream of b and some number T'  
(0 < T' <<. T) we have that 
of~,,j, (t) = ogo,.j, (t) for 0 < t < T', 
then it follows that for d = 1, 2, 
ef, o,j, (t) >~ dg~,,j" (t) for 0 < t < T'  
and furthermore 
II(ff~,,j, (t) - a?o,,j, (t))XT,I[1 ~< II(d'~,, b (t) -- 0To,, b (t))xr'lll + II(ag,o, b (t )  - og~,  b (t))ZT'II 1, 
where )~T' is the indicator function of the interval (0, T') .  
Proof. Let K be the set of index values for those rays which do not have a state of 
which b is downstream. For d = 0, 1, 2 by (5.4) and using conditions (i) and (ii) we can 
write 
ff~.j(t) = Af  + ((dfo. b -- off. b)* ofb.y)(t), 
~go).j(t) = Ag + ((,g~..b -- og~,.b)* ogb.j)(t). 
where 
Af  = lim ~ w, o fed(t) + (of~,b*ofb,j)(t), 
l~oo keK 
and Ag similarly defined. But condition (i) implies that 0fb,j (t) and Ogb,j (t) are identical; 
whence these relations imply the assertions. 
7. Operations on RE-nets 
Definition. Let F = (fjj(t)) be the first entrance rate matrix and {wi}i the sequence of 
weights of an RE-net. By the latent pool ofF  we mean the set N(F)  of rays whose index 
numbers i are in the set of the positive integers i which are such that wi = 0, and 
f, ,  j), tk, g~ (t) nonvanishing if and only if i = k and j  ~> l, andf~k, j~, , 0 (t) nonvanishing if
and only if i = k and j >i l (for all j, k, l). In other words, the latent pool consists of 
those rays which are stochastically closed sets whose complements in the set of all ray 
and bridge states are also stochastically closed. (Note that, in the sense of Chung 
(1967, Section 1.3) a set of states is called stochastically closed if the probability of 
leaving it is zero.) 
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Lemma 5. Let (fa(t)) be the first entrance rate matrix of an RE-net which contains 
a latent pool of infinitely many rays. Let b be a ray or bridge state in this RE-net, and let 
WR > 0 be the weight of a stochastically closed ray. Let h(t) be a continuous function, 
positive for t > 0 and larger than some power of t for t near zero, and let 0 < C < Wk and 
fl > ~ > O, so that 
f lh ( t )  < (6.1) dt C. 
Then we can change the RE-net into a new RE-net with a first entrance rate matrix 
(gi,j(t)), in such a way that the weight Wk is decreased by some number c < C, and the rays 
in a subset N' of the latent pool, with complement of infinitely many rays in the latent 
pool, are replaced with an RE-race whose ray states have the same labels, so that the 
following holds. The new RE-race has goal b and total weight c. The new first entrance 
rates gid( t) agree with the old ones f,j(t )for all t > 0 when i and j are each a ray or bridge 
state, and furthermore 
and 
go,,b(t) =fo,,b(t) + h(t) for 0 < t <. (6.2) 
g,o,b(t) ~ fo, b(t) + h(t) for 0 < t ~ ft. (6.3) 
This will follow from an application of the following lemma, which gives a representa- 
tion formula for positive functions. 
Lemma 6. Let f(x) be a positive continuous function defined on the positive reals, which 
is larger than some power of x for x near zero. Let b > a > O. Suppose that S p is 
a sequence of probability density functions on the positive reals, which converges in 
probability to the Dirac measure (i.e., whose corresponding probability distribution 
functions converge almost everywhere to the Heaviside step function). Then for every 
e > 0 there is a positive function g(x) on the positive reals which agrees with f(x)for 
x < a, which fulfills g(x) <~f(x)for 0 < x < b, whose integral over the interval x > a is 
less than e, and which is equal to a sum of the form 
g(x) = ~, vig,(x), ~ v, < faf(x) dx + e, 
i i do 
where each gi(x) is the convolution of two probability density functions, one being in 
and the other being that of a dilated x2-distribution with an even number of degrees of 
freedom, 
Lemma 6 will be proved in Section 9. Note that, as is essential here, a dilated 
x2-distribution with 2n degrees of freedom is the distribution of the sum of n indepen- 
dent exponentially distributed random variables with the same mean. 
Proof of Lemma 5. We use Lemma 6 to represent h(t) as a series of the form given 
there, taking :7 to be the unique sequence of proper probability densities {go.tk. ~)(t)/ 
Wk}l, whatever k, where go.~k.l)(t) are the first entrance rates of an RE-fan. Then 
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Lemma 3 shows that this series representation can be materialised by an RE-race, so 
that the first entrance rate at the goal of the RE-race becomes the desired function. 
Let (lid(t)) and (gld(t)) be the first entrance rate matrices of two nonbranching 
RE-nets which have the same graph structure and which have each an infinite latent 
pool of rays. Let b be a ray or bridge state such that 
fo, b(t) < g(o,b(t) for 0 < t ~< fl 
for some fl > O. We shall now define a Reconciliation Operation, by which the two 
given RE-nets with first entrance rate matrices (fo(t)) and (gld(t)) are modified into 
two new RE-nets, with first entrance rate matrices (r~j(t)) and (s~d(t)), with certain 
properties. 
Definition. In the context just described, by applying the Reconciliation Operation to 
the two given RE-nets, with respect o the state b, with domination bound fl, with 
agreement bound 6, 0 < 6 < fl, at cost c > 0, and with paying ray k, we mean that we 
obtain two new first entrance rate matrices (rld(t)) and (sial(t)) of RE-nets, in the 
following way. First define (ri,j(t)) by applying Lemma 5 to (f~d(t)), with 
h(t) = 2(go, b(t) --f,,.b(t)), and with b, fl, 6, k, and c as in the statement of the lemma. 
Assume that the number c of Lemma 5 is thereby such that c is less than the weights Wk 
and w~ of the kth ray in the RE-nets of (f~,j(t)) and (gi,j(t)). We require that in the two 
given RE-nets, the kth ray is stochastically closed, i.e., such that the probability of 
reaching any state outside the kth ray, from that ray, is zero. Then define (sij(t)) by 
taking 
Si,j(t ) : gi, j(t) when i and j are both ray or bridge states of (gi,j (t)), 
s~j(t) = g~,j(t) whenj is a ray or bridge state of(g~j(t)), except 
i f j  equals b, or lies downstream of b or in ray k, 
S~,b(t) = gco, b(t) + (r,o.b(t) --f~,,~(t))/2, 
s,oj(t) = g~,j(t)'(w'k -- c/2)/w'~ whenj  is in ray k of (glj(t)), 
s~j(t) = r~,j(t) when i and j  are both ray or bridge states of the new 
RE-race, and 
s~d(t ) = r~,j(t)/2 whenj is a ray or bridge state of the new RE-race. 
It is straightforwardly verified that this consistently and uniquely defines a first 
entrance rate matrix (sij(t)) to an RE-net. Note that for j  lying downstream of b we 
need not specify s~,j(t) in the construction, since we automatically get this by 
s~j(t) = (S(o,b * Sbd)(t) + lim ~ wv sivj(t) 
1--+~ v~K' 
= (So, b*gbj)(t) + lim ~ wv gi~.j(t), 
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where l is as in the statement of Lemma 3, and where K' is the set of all v for which the 
probability of reaching b from any state in the vth ray is zero. 
Remark. It is seen that (r~a(t)) and (si,j(t)) have the same graph structure, and that 
ro~,b(t) = So,,b(t) for 0 < t ~< 6 
(whence the word "reconciliation"), and 
ro,,b(t) <<. So~,b(t) for 0 < t ~</3. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 4 it is seen that if j is a state such thatf,~.j(t) = go,,j(t) for 
0 < t < 61 then 
s,o4(t) -- ro,,i(t ) > O, 0 < t < (~1, 
f l  ~ (s~,,~(t) - r,oj(t)) < c. dt 
(In these two inequalities, the left-hand side is zero unless j lies downstream of b). 
Definition. We shall now define a Modi f ied Reconci l iat ion Operation, by which again 
two given RE-nets with first entrance rate matrices ( fd(t) )  and (gin(t)) are modified 
into two new RE-nets with first entrance rate matrices (ria(t)) and (sij(t)). Let the 
setting be as before, except hat the inequalityfo,,b(t) ~< 9~,,b(t) for 0 < t 4 fl need not 
be strict for all t. Further let d(t) >~ 0 be a function such that 
d(t) = g,~,b(t) --f,~.b(t) for 0 < t ~< 6, 
and let e(t) > 0 be another function. By applying the Modified Reconciliation Opera- 
tion, with respect o the state b and with f i l ler d(t) and lifter e(t), we mean the 
following. As before apply Lemma 5 to (fa(t)) ,  now taking h(t) of Lemma 5 to be 
2(d(t) + e(t)). Then, with the resulting first entrance rate matrix (z~,j(t)) in the place of 
(f~,j(t)), once again apply Lemma 5 with h(t) taken to be e(t); thereby we take an 
increased value of 6, so that 6 = ft. (For definiteness we may assume that the paying 
ray k is the same in both applications of Lemma 5, by assuming also that the total cost 
is covered by the weight Wk.) The latter step yields one of the desired new first entrance 
rate matrices, namely, (r~j(t)). The other new first entrance rate matrix (sin(t)) is 
similarly obtained as before, except hat this time we take 
S,o,b(t) = g~,,n(t) + 2ro,.b(t) -- (3)Zo,,b(t) -- (~)f~,,b(1 t), 
and 
so, j ( t )  = (½) r~,j(t) whenj  is a ray or bridge state of that new RE-race 
which is added by the first application on Lemma 5, 
so,,j(t) = r,o4(t) whenj  is a ray or bridge state of that new RE-race 
which is added by the second application on Lemma 5. 
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Note that the remark after the preceding definition holds here as well. In particular, 
r,o,b(t) and s~,,~(t) are indeed "reconciled" so as to agree for t within the agreement 
bound ~. 
8. Proof of Theorem 1 
Equipped with the tools of the preceding sections, we are now ready to prove the 
main result. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We shall consider two RE-nets with first entrance rate matrices 
(o, of~j(t)) and (o, ogu(t)), which will be inductively modified by successive steps. Each 
of the two initial RE-nets is an RE-fan. The weights of the first RE-fan are 
W2k- 1 = 2 -k, and W2k = 0. Those of the second RE-fan are the same, except hat there, 
wl = w3 = -~. Thus, in each of the two initial RE-nets the set of all rays with even index 
values forms a latent pool of infinitely many rays. From this initial stage the two nets 
will be step by step enlarged and modified by repeated applications of the Reconcili- 
ation Operation, and the Modified Reconciliation Operation. 
After each induction stage the two RE-nets will have the same graph structure, with 
a common labelling of the states. In the nth induction step the two given RE-nets, with 
first entrance rate matrices (.-1,of~j(t)) and (.-1,ogij(t)) are modified into two new 
RE-nets, with first entrance rate matrices (.,of~j(t)) and (.,og~,j(t)). Before the nth 
induction step, let there be defined an enumeration (m. (k))k >~ 1 of the set E. of all those 
ray or bridge states, in the common graph of the RE-nets with first entrance rate 
matrices (,_ i, of~j(t)) and (,_ 1,og~,j(t)), which are not in the latent pool and which can 
be reached from ~o with positive probability. Thus, the sequence (m.(k))k>>, 1 runs 
through all those states. We choose this enumeration so as to have the properties: 
1 ° For k' < k, m.(k)  is not downstream of m.(k').  
2 ° For n >~ 2 and k <~ n, m.(k)  = m._  l(k). 
3 ° For m.(k) = (il, i2), il ~< k. 
4 ° For each state i in U Ek, there are integers no, k/> 1 such that for n >/no then 
ran(k) = i. 
Here 1 ° is possible to achieve since there are only finitely many states which lie 
downstream of any ray or bridge state. We may start the enumeration with 
m.(1) = (1,1) and then proceed "upwards" through th RE-net. Note that 1 ° in turn 
implies that there are at most k -  1 states lying downstream of m.(k). An explicit 
construction of such enumerations (m.(k))k >~ 1 is given at the end of this section. 
The plan for the nth induction step is that we first apply the Reconciliation 
Operation with respect o the state m.(n) = m, say. After that we apply the Modified 
Reconciliation Operation with respect o each of the less than n states which lie 
downstream of m. This will now be made more precise. 
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First, since m is not downstream of any state to which the Reconciliation Operation 
has been applied in previous teps, it follows from the definition of an RE-fan that m is 
not downstream of ray states on more than one ray. Again by the definition of an 
RE-fan this in turn implies that the functions .-1.of~,,,.(t) and .-1,og~,,.,(t) are 
uniquely determined by the weight of that ray in the two RE-nets, in such a way that 
either of those two functions is larger than the other for all t > 0 (unless they are 
identical), according to which of the two RE-nets has the largest weight for the ray in 
question; suppose 
. 1,of~,,m(t)<.-1,og~,, . , (t)  fo ra l l t>0.  (8.1) 
This being so, it is justified to apply the Reconciliation Operation with domination 
bound equal to 1. For agreement bound we take 
6(n) = 2 -3"  6 /sup (n 1,ogo,rn(t)). 
t>O 
In the use of Lemma 5 in this application of the Reconciliation Operation, condition 
(6.1) is fulfilled with C = 2- 3.- 5. In using the Reconciliation Operation we let the ray 
with index 2n + 3 be the paying ray, at a cost to be less than 2- 3. 5. By thus using the 
Reconciliation Operation we obtain two new RE-nets, with first entrance rate ma- 
trices (._ 1, ,f~j(t)) and (._ 1,1 gi,j(t)). 
Just before the induction step, i.e., just before the Reconciliation Operation was 
applied to m, there was, by accomplishment of previous induction steps, agreement 
between. 1, of~,a(t) and ._ 1, ogoa(t) for 0 < t ~< 6(k), for j  = m.(k) with k < n. By the 
application of the Reconciliation Operation with respect o m this agreement was 
disrupted for j  downstream of m. Before we go on to the (n + 1)th induction step we 
shall now restore the agreement. 
To that end, to complete the nth induction step we now go through l(n) many, say, 
extra substeps, where l(n) < n is the cardinality of the set of those of the states 
m.(n - 1), m.(n - 2) . . . . .  m.(1) which lie downstream of m. (If m is one of the 
absorbing states, there are no states downstream of m, and then the extra substeps are 
not needed, and so we can complete the nth induction step by taking 
(.. of j ( t ) )  = (. 1, l f j ( t ) )  and (., ogij(t)) = (.- 1,1gij(t)).) 
So consider the case where m is not an absorbing state. Letj.(1), ... ,L(l(n)) denote 
the states downstream of m, so thatj.(1) is the downstream neighbour of m, andj.(2) 
the downstream neighbour ofj.(1), and so on. In the substeps we then successively 
apply the Modified Reconciliation Operation to new modified RE-nets with first 
entrance rate matrices (. ~,kfj(t)) and (. 1,kgi,j(t)) (k <~ l(n)), in such a way that the 
inequalities 
. l,kfo, j(t) - .-1.ofo, j(t) - (.-1.kgo~,j(t) -- .-1.og,oa(t)) >~ 0 for 0 < t ~< 1, (8.2) 
hold for j downstream of m. In the kth substep, defining ( ._Lk+l fa( t ) )  and 
(.-x,k+ 19ia(t)), we apply the Modified Reconciliation Operation with respect o the 
statej  =j . (k)  = m.(x(k)) ,  say, with the filler being a function which is dominated by 
the function of the left-hand side of (8.2) for 0 < t ~< 1, which is equal to that function 
in (8.2) for 0 < t ~< c5 0¢(k)), and which drops quickly to zero for t > fi(~c(k)). We further 
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take a suitably small positive function as lifter, 6(x(k)) as agreement bound, 1 as 
domination bound, and again the ray with index 2n + 3 as paying ray. 
We must verify the inequality (8.2). For k = 1 this follows from (8.1) and the 
definition of the Reconciliation Operation. For the case k > 1 we argue by induction 
and apply Lemma 4, to ensure in these substeps the preservation of the inequalities 
( . -1,kf ,  o,j(t) -- . -  1,ofo),j(t) -- (.-1,kg,od(t) -- . -  1,0g,o,j(t)) 
(n-  l ,k+ lge~,j(t)  - -  n -  l , kgo , j ( t )  - -  ( . -1,k+ l f ,  o,j(t) -- . -1 ,k f ,  o,j(t)) >>- 0 
for 0 < t ~< 1, wherej  =j.(k'), k' ~< l(n), and in particular 
. - Lk f~, j ( t )  >i . -1 ,kg~j ( t )  for 0 < t ~< 6(x(k)), 
and thus the application of the Modified Reconciliation Operation in the successive 
steps is justified. 
We can then also have that 
f],- 1,kfo,j(t) -- . -  1,k#o,,j(t) II1 < 2 k- 3.- 5. 
The cost in the kth substep can be taken to be less than 2 k- 3,- 5, with the same paying 
ray as before. 
After all the l(n) many substeps the nth induction step has been completed, and we 
take (n, Ofj(t)) = (n- a,ttn)fij(t)) and (n, oglj(t)) = (n- m¢.)gi, j(t)). With the nth induction 
step and all of its substeps being carried out, it holds that 
. ,of~,j(t)  = .,og~,,j(t) for 0 < t <<. 6(k)) , j  = m.(k)),  k <~ n, 
and the total cost of the step including its substeps is less than 2-z. -4.  
Now as n grows, the first entrance rate matrices (.,of~j(t)) and (., ogq(t)) converge in 
the topology Ao (defined in Section 4) to some matrices (f, j(t)) and (g~j(t)). By 
Lemma 1 these limiting matrices are first entrance rate matrices of Markov chains; 
namely, an argument like that in the proof of Lemma 2 verifies that the conditions of 
Lemma 1 are indeed fulfilled. Then the first entrance rate matrices, and thus the 
corresponding transition matrices, fulfill the claim of the Theorem. 
Proof of standardness in Theorem 1. The transition matrices thus found are not 
standard, since standardness fails at the state o9. However, we can modify the 
construction i the following way. In the definition of the RE-nets, introduce a new 
state 19, and the Q-matrix elements qo, o, = 1, qo,j = 0 for j  ¢ o2, and ql, o = 0 for all 
i ~ 19. Then the considerations carry through as before, and since the probability of 
spending a time interval of positive length at ~o is zero, the state (~ may be discarded, 
having served its purpose as an auxiliary device in the construction. Certainly 
standardness holds at 19, since the processes leave O at a finite rate. We thus obtain an 
example with standard transition matrices. 
Remark. For the sake of completeness, let us show how the enumeration of states 
(m.(k))k >~ 1, which was used in the proof, can be specifically defined. First we define 
ml(2k(21- -1 ) )=(2k  + l , l )  fo rk t>0,1~>l .  
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This gives an enumeration of the ray states in the initially given RE-fans, except he 
states in the latent pool. By recursion in n we shall now define (m,(k))k >~ 1, assuming 
that (mn-l(k))k>~ 1 has already been defined. We also assume that the (n -  1)th 
induction step, with its substeps, in the proof of Theorem 1 has been carried out. 
Among the bridge states which were introduced by applications of the Reconciliation 
Operation or the Modified Reconciliation Operation in the (n - 1)th induction step 
and its substeps, let (bn 1(1, k))k >~ 1 be an enumeration of those such states which have 
some of the states m,-l(1)), ... ,mn- l (n -  1)) as downstream neighbour. Then for 
l>~ 2, recursively let (b, 1(1, k))k>~l be an enumeration of all states which have 
some state in the sequence (b~_ 1 (l - 1, k))k >~ 1 as downstream neighbour. Now finally 
define 
mn((n 3 + 1)(k-  1)+l )=m~_l (na(k  - 1)+l )  fork~> 1, 1 <<.l<<.n 3, 
mn((n 3 + 1)2k-~(2l -- 1)) = b,_l(k, l) for k/> 1, l >/ 1. 
9. Approximation of positive functions 
The purpose of this section is to prove Lemma 6, which was stated in Section 7. 
That lemma gives a device to represent positive functions, defined on the nonnegative 
reals, as infinite linear combinations of certain probability density functions. For the 
proof of that lemma, we need some approximation considerations. 
Lemma 7. Let 61 > O. For every e > 0, every sufficiently small 6 > 0, and every a > 61, 
the function 
can be approximated within ~/~ in the sup-norm on the positive real numbers by the 
probability density function of a dilated )~2-distribution with an even number of deorees of 
freedom. 
Here g~ denotes the probability density function of the standard normal 
distribution. 
Proof. By Feller (1966, Ch. XV, Section 5, Theorem 2) there is a version of the central 
limit theorem which ensures that for independent identically distributed random 
variables with finite variance and characteristic function with an absolutely summable 
power, standardised sums of such variables have densities which converge in sup- 
norm to tp(x). Apply that assertion to the case where the distribution of the given 
variables is a z2-distribution with one degree of freedom. This proves the lemma, after 
an affine transformation of the argument. 
Lemma 8. Let f# be a family of probability density functions on the positive real numbers 
which for some c > O fulfils the condition that for every e > 0 and every al > O, then for 
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all sufficiently small 6 > 0 and all a > al there are functions 9 in f~ such that 
(i) (1/6) tp((x - a)/6) -9(x)lJ~ < e/6, 
(ii) 9(x) < (c/6) e -Ix-al/~, 
where ]l . d] o~ denotes the sup-norm. Then any continuous probability density function with 
compact support on the positive real numbers can be approximated by a convex 
combination of functions in f~, arbitrarily closely in the sup-norm. Furthermore, the 
functions in ff appearin9 in the convex combination may be chosen so that each of them 
approximates a normal probability density function with mean in the support of the 9iven 
function, and with variance smaller than an arbitrarily small positive number. 
Proof. Let f be a given continuous probability density function with compact 
support in the positive real numbers. We want to approximate his function uniformly 
by functions of the kind described in the statement of the lemma. Let e (0 < e < 1) be 
given. By the uniform continuity of f, there is a number 61 > 0 such that the 
oscillation o f f  is smaller than E on every subinterval of length at most 61. Let 6 be any 
positive number not larger than 61, not larger than 1, and not larger than half the 
infimum of the support off. Furthermore, by taking positive integers n and m suffi- 
ciently large, we may approximate the integral of the normal density function ~ by 
a Riemann sum so that for Izl ~< 1/n we have 
1 mn 
- ~ q~(z + i /n ) -  11 < e. (9.1) 
n i=_mn 
We may further assume that mn is so large that 
-~n ~f(i6/mn) -- I < e, 
since the sum on the left is a Riemann sum of the integral of the probability density 
function f. Also we may assume m to be so large that 
(cm/6)e -m < e. (9.2) 
By taking m large enough we can by condition (i) assure that there is for each positive 
integer i a function 9i in f# such that 
q~(x -_ i6/mn~6/m j -9 i (x )<e/6  (9.3) 
and 
gi(x) < c 6 e (m/a)lx-iO/mnl. 
Then we define the function 
(9.4) 
h(x) =--mn6 ~i #i(x). 
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This is approximately a convex combination of functions in f¢, in the sense that it is 
a linear combination of such functions with non-negative coefficients (8/mn)f(i6/mn) 
which sum to approximately 1. To see that the function h uniformly approximates f, 
let x > 0 be given, and denote by K the set of those integers i such that 
Ix -- iS/mnl <~ 8. 
Then note that 
Ix + 2t~ 
8 ~. f(iS/mn) <~ f(t) dt + 48e <~ 48 Ilfll ~ + 46, (9.5) 
mn i~K ,I x -  26 
and make the following estimation: 
I f (x ) -  h(x)l = If(x)_6__6 ~ f(iS/mn) gi(x) 
mn T" 
6 m 
f(x) ~ gi(x) <<. - - -  f(iS/mn) + c ~ e- " 
mn.  0 
f(x) 6 m (.x - i6/rnn) 
1 -f(i6/mn) ( <<.- ~ f(x) q~ _x - if/mn'~ n. 6/-m ] +5e+5ellf[I 
~< 6~ + 5e Ilfll~- 
For these estimations we used, line by line, first (9.4), then (9.3), (9.5) and (9.2), then 
(9.1), and finally, (9.1) again and the choice of 61. Thus, h is of the required form and 
approximates f uniformly as claimed. 
Proof of Lemma 6 (stated in Section 7). We shall here assume thatf(x) tends to 0 for 
x tending to O, which is the case of interest o us; in the contrary case the proof is 
easier. Let p > 0 and Xo > 0 be such that Xo < a,f(xo) < 1, andf(x)  > x p for x ~< Xo. 
We shall now recursively define numbers Xo > xl > x2 > '-" > 0 and non-negative 
continuous functions ho(x) - O, hi(x), hE(X), . . . ,  with the properties that 
d.(x) = f (x) - ~ hi(x)> O, I ~° h.(x) dx < e-2-". 
i=1 d.  
Let x._ 1 and h._ 1 (x), and thus d._ 1 (x), be given. Since f tends to zero at zero, d._ 1 
does so too, and hence we can find x. < x._ 1/2 so that 
d.-l(X.) = inf d.-l(t). 
t >~Xn 
Namely, take 
x. = sup{xl0 < x <<. x._1/2, d.- l(x) <~ inf d._l(x)}. 
t >I xn~ 1/2 
By continuity, let 6 > 0 be such that d.-l(x) > d.-l(x.) (1 - 2 -n -e )  for x. - 8 < 
x < x.. Then define a continuous function e(x) which agrees with d._ l(x) on the 
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interval x. ~< x ~< a, which is zero on 0 ~< x ~< x. - 6, which interpolates linearly 
between the endpoint values on the interval x. - 6 ~< x ~< x., and which has compact 
support and is such that 
f~  e(x) dx 2-n. < 
In view of Lemma 7 we can apply Lemma 8, with fq being the class of all functions 
which are dilations of probability density functions of z2-distributions with even 
numbers of degrees of freedom, to approximate the function e(x). Doing so we find 
a positive continuous function k(x), defined on the positive reals, which is propor- 
tional to a convex combination of probability density functions of dilations of 
x2-distributions with even numbers of degrees of freedom, so that 
II e(x) - k(x) II ~ < e(x,)" 2-" -  2. 
We can further choose a function s in 6 e so that this estimate still holds when k is 
replaced by the convolution of s with k. And by the last sentence in the statement of 
Lemma 8, we may take k(x) to be small outside the interval 6 ~< x ~< a, so that 
k(x) < x v" 2-" for x <~ Xn -- 6, k(x) <<. e(x) for 0 < x < b, and 
f f  k(x) dx 2 ". < 
We now take 
h.(x) = k(x)/(1 + 2-"). 
It then follows that h.(x) has the required properties, o that in particular d.(x) > 0, as 
claimed. Finally, having constructed all the functions h.(x) we find that the function 
g(x) = ~ h,(x), 
i=1 
with the sum being convergent, fulfils the claims of the lemma, whence the proof is 
complete. 
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